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This invention relates to reciprocating or piston~and 
cylinder type pumps, andmore particularly topumps of 
this kind wherein a reciprocable piston or plunger shank 
passes through and is guided in a discharge ?tting carried 
by one end of a pump cylinder. 
The invention especially concerns an improvement in 

the hand pump construction illustrated and described in 
my copending application Serial No. 691,193, ?led Oc 
tober 21, 1957,'now Patent No. 3,006,282, and entitled 
“All-Plastic Hand Pump.” 

In this previously-?led copending application above 
identi?ed a plastic‘ pump cylinder is provided with a dis 
charge end cap molded of resilient plastic substance, such 
end cap having a side opening for the discharge of liquid, 
and having a second opening in its end through which 
latter the plunger shank of the pump passes and in which 
it is reciprocable. To ‘prevent leakage of the liquid being 
pumped‘ past the reciprocable'shank and through the end 
opening‘of the discharge ?tting, there is provided an inte 
gral depending sealing skirt or collar,‘ such collar extend 
ing inward into‘ the pump cylinder and‘ slidably gripping 
the ‘shank to effect the liquid-tight‘ seal.‘ The end‘wall' of 
the discharge ?tting. is also reinforced with a rigid plastic’ 
insert washed‘ which encircles‘ the ‘reciprocable‘ shank and‘ 
provides in part a bearing therefor as well as e?ecting 
reinforcement ‘of’ the flexible’ end wall of the ?tting. 
With this'pri'or" construction illustrating an all-plastic 

pump “ construction, due to the :integral arrangement of 
the sealing skirt or collar and body of the discharge ?tting, 
a limitation ishad- as ‘to thechoice of materials for such 
portions. A plastic formulation which would provide 
suitable ‘properties for the discharge?tting infunctioning 
as an end capvmight not be suitable for the'sealing‘skirt 
or collar, and vice versa; further, a plasticformulation 
found most suitable for the'disch'arge ?tting in-functioning 
as an end cap would not necessarily'provide the best 
qualities in-ta bearing for the plunger shank; asregards 
Wear resistance, resistance to: corrosive in?uences, mini‘ 
mum frictional resistance, etc. While the rigidplastic 
insert in‘ the end wallt'of the discharge ?ttingconstituted 
a satisfactory reinforcement to‘ prevent excessive ?exing 
of such end wall‘, it had‘ only ‘a. thin bearing surface or 
edge in engagement with the plunger shank, which appre 
ciably reduced its eilectiv'eness. ‘asva bearing means.‘ Fur 
ther, the fabrication of the discharge ?tting where it‘ in 
volved incorporation of rigid insert slowed down the mold-1 
ing operation and increasedvthe manufacturing. cost. 
The above drawbacks of my vprior pump construction 

as aboveoutl'ined? are obviated by‘the'present invention, 
and one object ‘of the invention-is to-provide av-novel' and‘ 
improvedplastic discharge ?tting. and reciprocable shank 
assemblage ‘in a pumpof the'type described, which freely 
permits a choice of materials to beha‘d for not only the 
resilient discharge ‘?tting or cap but also for ‘the sealing 
skirt or collar and additionally for the shank bearing 
member, Wherebyeach of these components may have the 
particular properties found to be most desirable for» the 
functions assigned to them. Thus, the discharge ?tting 
and shank assemblage is characterized by not only an ex 
tremely effective sealingarrangernent but also a similarly 
effective bearing means‘ for the-plunger shank as well as 
an effective discharge ?tting or cap construction adapted 
for attachment to the discharge end of the cylinder. 

In'accomplishing the foregoingthere is provided by the 
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invention a novel construction comprising an assemblage 
of separate plastic'parts or‘ components, includinga ?tting 
or capproper having the discharge opening or ori?ce and 
a cylinder-engageable sleeve or body, a rigid bearing bush 
mg separate from and carried by the ?tting or cap and 
having a relatively large bearing surface engageable with 
the plunger shank, and further a separate sealing skirt or 
collar also'vcarried by the discharge ?tting or cap and 
having a cooperable relationship therewith and also with 
the rigid bearing bushing. Moreover, the said components 
are constituted in a novel manner by whichlthey not only 
have simple con?gurations and may be‘ economically 
fabricated or molded but are also easily and quickly as 
sembled with an interlocking or inter?tting relationship. 
The invention further provides a rigid plastic retainer ring 
or annulus which is engageable with the sealing collar 
and is held in place by the cylinder and when the discharge 
?tting assemblage is carried thereby, thus insuring proper 
positioning and anchorage of all of the separate compo 
nents making up the assemblage. By virtue of the sepa 
rate pieces provided, the plastic formulations from which‘ 
the pieces are fabricated may be chosen independently of 
each other, and may be especially selected ‘for properties 
found ‘most desirable for the assigned functions of each 
component. 

In the plastic pump construction of my copending appli 
cation above identi?ed the inlet ?tting parts were perma 
nently assembled to each other, and the plunger assem 
blage ‘comprising the plunger,‘ valve disk and disk support 
member were ‘permanently assembled to each other and 
also assembled to the end'of' the plunger, making replace‘ 
ment of‘ the valve disk in each instance difficult‘ if not im 
possible. Further, the plunger assemblage‘ included a 
spacing sleeve carried‘ by the ‘end of the plunger shank,‘ 
which sleeve was loosely carried on the shank and by 
such circumstance likely to give the erroneous impres 
sion to- a user that the plunger assemblage was failing or 
coming‘apart. - 

These drawbacks of‘ my‘ prior pump construction ‘are 
also obviated by this invention, and ‘a further'object of 
the invention is to provide an improved plastic inlet ?t‘-' 
ting assemblage and plastic plunger assemblage for a hand 
pump constructi'onof the type under consideration, where: 
in- the valve disk and the disk support member may be 
easily and quickly removed and‘ replaced at anytime 
should‘ this‘ be required; 
The plunger assemblage of' the present invention come’ 

prises a permanently secured valve attachmentv pin at?ked 
to the end ‘of the plunger shank, such valve attachment 
pin carrying the valve disk and also the disk support 
member or annulus, which two'components are now‘ held' 
in place by a resilient'locking washer carried in an an-‘ 
nular groove at the end of- the valve attachment pin: The 
locking washer'normally securely retains the- valve disk 
and disk support member on the attachment-pin, yet such‘ 
washermay be easily stretched'and removed by virtue 
of its resilient construction, thereby enabling the valve‘ 
disk and disk support member to he slipped off the'valve 
attachment pin-without difficulty-and replaced when'this 
should be found necessary. A similar stretchable'locking' 
washer removably holds the'inlet valve disk in place, and 
may be removed in the same manner. 

After'such replacement the locking washer is merely 
forced back over the end'of the valve attachment pin and 
replaced in the annular groove thereof, thereby to again 
securely positionlthe valve disk and support member, and 
to maintain these in their operative positions. Further, 
the spacer sleeve or collar which heretofore was loosely 
carried by the plunger shank, is now a?ixed to the inner 
or lower end of the same, by means of a simple cross pin 
member which also passes through the shank ‘and the 
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valve attachment pin, th re y ?xedly securing all of these 
components in their properly assembled relation. 
A feature of the invention resides in the pro-vision of 

an improved plastic pump construction as above set forth, 
wherein the various separate components may be economi 
cally fabricated and quickly and easily assembled yet 
upon such assemblage are securely inter?tted so as to be 
retained in their opertive positions against inadvertent 
displacement, resulting in a reliable functioning of the 
pump at all times. 

Other features and advantages will hereinafter appear. 
In the drawings accompanying this speci?cation, similar 

characters of reference are used to designate like com 
ponents throughout the several views, in which: 

FIG. 1 is an axial sectional view of a plastic hand pump 
construction as provided by the invention. 

FIG. 2 is a top plan view of the rigid bearing bushing 
carried by the discharge ?tting of the pump. 

FIG. 3 is a bottom plan view of the rigid bearing bush 
ing shown in FIG. 2. 

FIG. 4 is a top plan view of the resilient sealing collar 
carried by the discharge ?tting of the pump. 

‘FIG. 5 is a bottom plan view of the sealing collar 
shown in FIG. 4. 
FIG. 6 is a side elevational view of the valve attach 

ment pin of the plunger assemblage of the pump. 
FIG. 7 is a top plan view of the valve attachment pin 

of FIG. 6. 
Referring ?rst to FIG. 1, the plastic pump shown 

therein as provided by the invention comprises a plastic 
pump cylinder or barrel 10 in which there is recipro 
cably movable a plunger assemblage 12 having a hollow 
plastic rod or shank 14 on the outer end 16 of which 
there is provided a plastic handle 18 comprising a cross 
piece or member 20 and an integral mounting collar 22. 
The handle 18 may be af?xed to the shank 14 in any suit 
able manner, as by the use of an appropriate cement or 
adhesive. 
The pump construction shown in this ?gure is virtually 

completely fabricated of plastic substance having prop 
erties of resistance to corrosion, ?exibility or resilience 
(where this is desired), resistance to wear, impact re 
sistance, etc. Polyvinyl chloride plastic formulations 
have in general been found suitable in fabricating the 
various components of the present improved pump, and 
all of such components with the exception of a cross pin 
to be later identi?ed are preferably made of such plastic 
whereby there is had not only lightness in weight and 
adequate strength but also resistance to corrosive in?u 
ences such as corrosive liquids, resistance to abrasion 
caused by foreign particles, wear and the like. 
The operation of the pump construction of FIG. 1 is 

similar to that of my copending application above iden 
ti?ed, being generally simple to understand. At the bot 
tom of the pump cylinder 10 there is an inlet ?tting 24 hav 
ing a ?exible inlet ?ap-valve disk 26 operable in such a 
manner that liquid may be sucked into the cylinder 10 
when the plunger assemblage 12 is raised, such liquid how 
ever being prevented from leaving the cylinder through 
such inlet ?tting. 
At the inner end of the plunger shank 14 a piston and 

valve assemblage 28 is carried, which operates in a man 
ner to enable liquid to bypass the bottom end of the 
shank in an upward direction, the piston however func 
tioning as a one-way valve to prevent the passage of liquid 
downward past the lower end of the shank. Accordingly, 
reciprocative movements of the plunger assemblage 12 
will suck in liquid through the inlet ?tting 24 and such 
liquid will be raised in the cylinder 10/, being lifted up 
ward past the valve and piston assemblage 28 so as to 
occupy the enclosed space surrounding the shank 14. 
Such liquid, upon the plunger assemblage 12 being raised, 
will be forced out through a suitable discharge opening 
at the upper end of the cylinder 10, as will be shortly de~ 
scribed in detail. 
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By the present invention there is provided a novel and 

improved multi-part discharge ?tting assemblage 30 at the 
upper end of the cylinder 10, through which the plunger 
shank 14 passes, such assemblage serving several impor~ 
tant functions as for example the providing of a bearing 
for the shank 14 and the further providing of an effec 
tive seal about the shank to prevent leakage of liquid past 
the engaging bearing surfaces of the shank and discharge 
?tting. The multi-part discharge ?tting assemblage 39 
further functions as a cap and also as a discharge conduit 
or ori?ce at the upper end of the pump cylinder 10. 
By the invention the discharge ?tting assemblage 30 is 

constituted of a number of pieces or components inter 
?tting in a novel manner, each of which may be fabri 
cated of a different palstic formulation most suited to the 
individual requirements and functions of the component. 
Thus the sealing component or member may be fabricated 
of a ?exible plastic substance especially adapted to retain 
its resilience and resist the action of corrosive elements or 
liquids. The bearing of bushing component may be fabri 
cated of a formulation which minimizes frictional drag, 
seizing and galling when engaged with the plastic shank 
or pump rod 14 while also preventing wear to a maxi 
mum degree. The ?tting cap and its discharge line or 
channel may be molded of a formulation having a resil 
ience to permit expansion of the cap body sufficiently to 
enable the same to be forced over and to frictionally seize 
the top end of the cylinder 14}. Such formulation may 
also be chosen to facilitate joining of the parts by a suit 
able adhesive, where these are to be permanently united 
with each other. The invention further provides novel 
shapes or con?gurations for the separate parts of the dis 
charge ?tting or assemblage whereby these may inter?t 
in an advantageous manner to produce a sturdy and 
servicable assemblage which is not likely to fail during 
use. 

Accordingly, referring to FIGS. 1-5, the discharge ?t 
ting assemblage 30 is shown as comprising a molded ?ex 
ible plastic cap having a generally cylindrical sleeve or 
body portion 32 which is arranged to be slightly stretched 
and forced over the upper portion 34 of the pump cylin 
der 10. The cap member or discharge ?tting further has 
a short ?exible discharge line or nozzle portion 36 ex 
tending radially from the body or sleeve portion 32 and 
being integral therewith. The bore or passage of the 
nozzle portion 36 is continued through the side wall of the 
sleeve portion 32 to provide a continuous discharge chan 
nel which communicates with a side opening 38 in the 
upper portion 34 of the pump cylinder 10. 
The upper end of the sleeve portion 32 of the discharge 

?tting or cap has a large circular opening to accommodate 
a rigid bearing bushing 40, FIGS. 1, 2 and 3, the said 
bearing bushing being of annular con?guration and hav 
ing an external annular recess 42 in its outer peripheral 
portion to accommodate an internal annular shoulder or 
?ange 44 of the cap whereby an inter?tting engagement 
therewith is had. 
The bearing bushing 40 further has a depending annu 

lar ?ange or axial extension 46 which provides an in 
creased bearing surface for engagement with the plunger 
shank 14, such annular ?ange being received in a cooper 
able internal annular recess 48 of a resilient sealing collar 
50 which latter is constituted as a separate piece, apart 
from the cap member and the bearing bushing. 
The sealing collar 50 has an outwardly extending 

mounting ?ange 52 at its upper end, in which the annular 
recess 48 is disposed, the said ?ange being engaged with 
the undersurface 54 of the bearing bushing 40 as shown. 
The sealing collar 50 further has a depending sealing 
skirt or shank-engaging portion 56 adapted to encircle and 
frictionally engage under continuous light pressure the 
shank 14 of the pump plunger. The sealing portion 56, 
as shown, has a slight taper whereby it is generally frusto 
conical. 
Engaged with the underside of the mounting ?ange 52 
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of the sealing collar ~50‘is a rigid plastic‘support member 
or ring 60, the said ring being positioned on a ‘shoulder 
portion 62 ofthe sealing collar and being arranged to 
engage the inner wall surface of the sleeveportion 32 of 
the cap and ‘to also engage an- internal shoulder 64 of such 
sleeve portion‘ so as to be positioned thereby. 
As seen in FIG. 1 theupper edge portion of the pump 

cylinder 14}- engages the underside of the rigid plastic 
support ring 64}, thereby to securely retain the same‘in its 
operative position whereby it in turn securely retains in 
place the sealing collar 5i) as‘ Well as the bearingbushing 
4d of the assemblage. 

It will now be- seen from an inspection of FIG. 1 that 
the separate components making up the discharge ?tting 
assemblage 30 are securely held in place by an interlock 
ing construction as provided by the invention, the various 
components closely‘ inter?tting and having cooperable 
shoulders whereby there is avoided any possibility of their 
shifting from the correct operative-positions during op‘ 
eration of the pump. 
The sleeve portion 32 of the discharge ?tting or cap 

may be adhered to the upper ‘portion 2540f the pump cyl 
inder It} by the .useofanysuitable adhesive, as will be 
readily understood, and accordingly the components mak 
ingup- the‘ assemblage, comprising the bearing bushing 
40, sealing. collar 54} andsupport ring 66 will be securely 
permanently locked in place. 
By virtue of the bushing 40 being. fabricated as a sepa 

rate‘ piece,‘ apart from the sealing collar '56, this being also 
true with1 respect to such collar and the discharge ?tting 
or cap, these various components together with the plas 
tic support ring 64} may be molded using different plastic 
formulations best suited for the individual pieces and 
the functions required of them. For instance, the bushing 
46 may be composed of a plastic chosen for its bearing 
properties whereby frictional resistance is reduced, and 
whereby there is no tendency for galling or seizing to 
occur during the reciprocative movements of the plunger 
assemblage 12. The material of the sealing collar 50 
may be chosen to provide the necessary resilience under 
various adverse conditions of use. The material of the 
discharge ?tting or cap itself may be choesn to provide 
?exibility or resilience with a certain amount of dimen 
sional stability, and the materials for all such parts may 
further be considered from the standpoint of resistance to 
the action of corrosive influences, liquids and the like. 
Compatability with available adhesives or solvents would 
be a factor when considering the materials of the pump 
cylinder 16 and the ?tting or cap member, where these 
are to be adhered to each other by such a means. 
By the present invention, in effecting the improvement 

in the pump construction of my copending application 
above identi?ed there is also provided a novel plunger 
and piston assemblage at the lower end of the plunger 
shank 14, by which removal and replacement of the 
piston and check valve components may be easily and 
quickly eifected as Well as providing for an improved 
and simpli?ed initial assembly of these parts. 

Referring to FIGS. 1, 6 and 7, the piston and check 
valve assemblage comprises a ?exible plastic valve disk 
64 and a valve disk support annulus 66, the latter being 
generally rigid and both said components being removably 
carried by a valve attachment pin 68 secured in the lower 
end of the hollow plunger shank 14. 
As seen in FIGS. 6 and 7, the piston 68 has an integral 

shoulder or ?ange 70 intermediate its ends, and a portion 
of reduced diameter '72 extending below the shoulder 70 
and provided with an annular groove 74 adjacent its 
bottom end. The piston and valve disk 64 and the sup 
port annulus 66 are carried on the reduced-diameter por 
tion 72 of the attachment pin, and are retained in place 
by a resilient locking washer 78 which is carried in the 
annular groove 74 and engages the bottom surface of 
the support annulus 66. 
By such construction, the assemblage of the piston 
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valve disk~64,» support annulus 66*and attachment pin 
68 may be simply and’ quickly effected by merely slip 
ping the disk and annulus on the-portion 72 of the pin 
and thereafter forcing the locking washer 78 over the end 
of the pin’ and into the retainer groove 74; During 
such action, the locking washer 70 is forcibly expanded 
a slight amount, and again contracts or regains its original 
shape as it encounters the groove 74-. 
Removal ofthe piston-valve disk 64 and. support an 

nulus 66 may be as easily effected. The'us'er merely ?rst 
forces off the locking washer'78, whereupon the disk and 
annulus may be readily slipped off the attachment pin- 68; 
By the present invention, the attachment pin 68' is 

locked to the bottom end of the plunger shank 14 by a 
cross pin 86 which passes through both said components, 
such‘ cross pin also passing through the small diameter 
portion 82- of aI spacer collar 84 which is carried by the 
lower end of the shankv and is arranged to engage the 
support ring 60 at the time that they plunger is fully 
raised. The spacer collar 82 thus prevents the piston 
valve disk 64 from being pulled intoviengagement with 
the top wall‘ of the discharge ?tting but instead maintains 
an appreciable spacing. between these components where 
by there is had at all5 times an adequate two-pointbearing 
for the plunger shank 14 on the pump cylinder 10. With 
this construction there is avoided- any. looseness of the 
spacer collar-#84 on the'shank 14, which occurred in the 

- pump construction of my above identi?ed copending ap 
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plication. 
In‘ accordance with the-invention, the inlet ?tting 24 is 

also arranged in a manner to enable easy and quick re 
placement of the intake valve disk 26 to be effected. In 
accomplishing this, the ?tting 24 has a supporting spider 
92 provided with a hollow hub or boss 94 in which there 
is disposed a rigid plastic retainer pin 86, the latter hav 
ing an annular groove 90 carrying a resilient locking 
washer 38. The ?ap valve or disk 26 rests on the central 
hollow boss 94- of the inlet ?tting, and is held against the 
said boss by the resilient washer 88 which is removably 
carried on the pin 86. In order to remove the flap valve 
26, the washer 88 is merely forced off the pin 86, where— 
upon the disk 26 is freed and may be replaced by a new 
disk, when this should be desired. Positioning of the new 
valve disk on the pin 86 and replacement of the resilient 
locking washer 88 completes the replacement operation. 
It will be understood that the valve disk 26 at its outer 
peripheral portion engages an inwardly extending annular 
shoulder of the inlet ?tting 24 to provide a tight seal 
therewith whenever there is greater internal pressure in 
the cylinder below the plunger 28, the valve disk 26 being 
supported at intermediate points by the spider 92. 

It will now be seen from the foregoing that there has 
been provided by the invention an improvement in the 
pump construction illustrated and described in the identi 
?ed copending application. An improved discharge ?t 
ting assemblage is illustrated, wherein separate com 
ponents or pieces inter?tting in a novel and advantageous 
manner may be fabricated of plastic substance having 
dilferent formulations best suited for the individual func 
tions and structures of the pieces. 
With the present construction an effective and wear 

resistant bearing means is provided for the plunger shank, 
as well as an elfective leakproof sealing element and a 
?tting or cap structure, all inter-related to provide for 
improved operation, eifectiveness and reliability in use. 
The inlet ?tting and also the piston-valve assemblage of 
the plunger are so constituted so as to enable quick and 
easy removal and replacement of the inlet valve and 
piston-valve disk and disk-support annulus, whenever this 
is necessary. The various components in spite of the 
inter?tting con?guration and improved operation may be 
economically fabricated and produced with simple mold 
ed equipment, and may be easily, quickly assembled 
whereby the fabrication cost of the pump construction is 
held to a minimum. 
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Variations and modi?cations may be made within the 
scope of the claims, and portions of the improvements 
may be used without others. 

I claim: 
1. In a plastic hand pump construction, in combina 

tion, a pump cylinder and plunger shank reciprocable 
therein; a ?exible plastic discharge ?tting comprising a 
cap secured to the cylinder, said cap having an outlet pas 
sage rfor liquid and having a bearing opening through 
which latter the plunger shank extends; a substantially 
rigid plastic bearing bushing for the plunger shank, ex 
tending around the latter and carried by the discharge 
?tting at the bearing opening thereof, said bushing being 
constituted ‘as a piece separate from the discharge ?tting; 
a resilient plastic sealing collar separate from the bear 
ing bushing and the discharge ?tting ‘and having a mount 
ing ?ange portion and a depending skirt portion, said 
collar extending around the plunger shank with the skirt 
portion projecting inward of the pump cylinder, engag 
ing the bearing bushing and discharge ?tting and being 
carried by the latter, the skirt portion of the collar closely 
?tting ‘and sealingly engaging the plunger shank under 
continual pressure and preventing the passage of liquid 
between the bearing bushing and plunger shank as the 
latter \is moved outward of the cylinder; a ‘rigid plastic 
support ring disposed within the discharge ?tting and 
engaged ‘with the ?ange portion of the sealing collar, for 
holding the collar in the ?tting, said discharge ?tting 
having a sleeve portion receiving one end of the pump 
cylinder and the and edge of said cylinder abutting the 
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support ring and retaining the same engaged with the 
?ange portion of the sealing collar, said bearing bushing 
having an annular recess in its outer periphery and said 
discharge ?tting having ‘an internal annular ?ange dis 
posed =in said recess and providing an inter?tting engage 
ment between the ?tting and bushing, the periphery of 
the bearing bushing and flange portion of the sealing 
collar together with the support ring being clamped be 
tween the end edge of the cylinder and the internal an 
nular ?ange of the discharge ?tting. 

2. A hand pump construction as in claim 1, wherein the 
depending skirt portion of the plastic sealing collar is of 
cylindrical con?guration, having a cylindrical inner wall 
and a substantially cylindrical outer Wall which is co 
extensive with the inner wall for the major portion of 
the length of the latter, the outer surface of the skirt 
portion being devoid of ‘any support in radial directions 
whereby such skirt portion may be readily ?exed and 
vmay engage the plunger shank under light pressure. 
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